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1 Abstract

In this paper, controlled invariant sets of switched linear sys-
tems are studied. In particular, the problem of finding the
maximal controlled invariant set (MCIS) contained in a lin-
ear space is addressed.

Control of dynamic systems by switchings have been stud-
ied intensively. Typical results include stability properties
[1], sliding mode analysis [2][3] and reachability and con-
trollability issues [4].

The study of controlled invariance in this paper is moti-
vated by controller design paradigm based on viability the-
ory. See, for example, [5] and [6].

The dynamics of the systems considered in this paper can
be described by a family of state-space representations with
shared state-space

ẋ(t) = Ai x(t) + Bi u(t),

i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , m}.

The system admits two inputs, namely the continuous input
u(t) and the discrete input1k that induces the switchings
between the dynamics in the family.

There are two main cases studied in this paper. The first case
deals with the situation where infinitely often switchings are
not allowed. The second case deals with the situation where
they are allowed.

If infinitely often switchings are not allowed, consider the
following iteration.

V0 = V, (1a)

Vi +1 = Vi ∩

 ni⋃
j =1

m⋃
k=1

Vi j ∩ A−1
k

(
Vi j + Im Bk

) . (1b)

HereVi j is a linear space andV =
⋃

j Vi j . The following
theorem can be proved about this iteration.

Theorem 1 Let the iteration (1) converge to V , i.e. there is
a p > 0 such that

i ≥ p ⇐⇒ Vi +1 = Vi = V.

Then V is the maximal controlled invariant set contained in
V.

It is also proved that the iteration follows some tree struc-
ture and that this tree terminates, hence guaranteeing con-
vergence of the iteration after just a finite number of steps.
The limit set of the iteration turns out to be the union of the
maximal controlled invariant subspaces of each individual
mode.

If infinitely often switchings are allowed, then the following
iteration is used instead

V0 = V, (2a)

Vi +1 = {x ∈ Vi | vel(x) ∩ TVi (x) 6= ∅}. (2b)

The symbolvel(x) denotes the polyhedral set of possible
velocity vectors andTV (x) denotes the tangent cone ofV at
x respectively. As in the other case, it is proved that if the
iteration converges, it will be to the MCIS.

Another result is that (2) is a generalization of (1), and by
imposing certain conditions, both (1) and (2) boil down to
the well known algorithm for the construction of maximal
controlled invariant subspace of linear systems [7].
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